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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS TO
ANIMAL PRODUCTION

Detailed notes for guidance in the preparation of manuscripts are printed in
Volume 25: pages ix to xxii. A few general points are given below.

Animal Production publishes reports in English of original work in the field of
animal production or in any related scientific field. The Editors will consider
articles on any aspect of research or development, providing the work
described has been carried out in a systematic way, and articles critically re-
examining published information. Reviews of literature are not accepted.
Papers presenting a detailed description of a technique or of equipment will be
considered only if the technique or equipment has been used in experiments,
the results of which are included in the same paper or a subsequent paper
within a series. Results of research work which do not warrant presentation
as a full paper may be submitted for consideration as Notes. Notes are not
intended for the publication of interim results. They must not exceed 2000
words or the equivalent inclusive of tables and illustrations. Proprietary
preparations used as a source of material in experimental comparisons may be
referred to by their trade names, in the Material and Methods section only, if
this is seen as helpful to readers. Papers describing work designed merely to
evaluate proprietary preparations will not be accepted.

Papers are published on the understanding that they have not been and, with
the exception of authors' abstracts, will not be published elsewhere without
the Editors' written permission. Authors' abstracts can be reproduced if full
acknowledgement of the source is made.
Manuscripts should be typewritten on one side of the paper in double-line
spacing with wide margins. Each page and the lines on each page should be
numbered. Three, or exceptionally two, copies, one of which must be the
original, of the typescript and illustrations should be sent to

Professor J. A. F. Rook,
Animal Production,
The Hannah Research Institute,
Ayr KA6 5HL, Scotland

Manuscripts are not returned with proofs; authors should therefore retain
copies.
Units of measurement. The International System of Units (SI) should be used,
with the recommendations and modifications in Quantities, Units and
Symbols, The Royal Society, London, 1975, and Metric Units, Conversion
Factors and Nomenclature in Nutritional and Food Sciences, The Royal Society,
London, 1972—reproduced in Proc. Nutr. Soc. 31:239-247,1972.
Symbols and abbreviations. Authors should consult the notes prepared for
guidance. Levels of statistical significance must be clearly indicated.
Illustrations. The same material should not normally be presented in tables
and figures. Legends should be typed on a separate sheet.

(a) Diagrams should be drawn in Indian ink, about twice the size of the
finished block, on Bristol board, stout tracing paper or plastic film.

[Continued on inside back cover

Front cover centrepiece; by Dr. Anne Hurst; Figures of cow and calf on bronze bowl from the Hahtatt
prehistoric cemetery. Cast in solid bronze in the Salz kammergut. Upper Austria.
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The Index to
Scientific & Technical

Proceedings"
will help you find the proceedings literature

of interest to you.
Use the coupon below to receive more information about ISTP ™!

• The Index to Scientific & Technical
Proceedings indexes over 3,100 pro-
ceedings volumes a year and more than
100,000 individual papers from con-
ferences held throughout the world.
ISTP indexes proceedings wherever
they appear. . .in periodicals, multi-
authored books or report series.

• Proceedings are presented in a table-
ofcontents format that makes them
easy to scan and users can quickly see
every paper included in the proceed-
ings volume.

• First authors' addresses are included
to facilitate correspondence and reprint
requests.

• ISTP's coverage includes all major
scientific and engineering disciplines.

• ISTP is issued monthly to provide
current access to relevant information.

• ISTP includes six index sections that
enable the user to find items of interest
to the level of individual papers. With
the category index, users can quickly
scan relevant proceedings in their
disciplines.

• ISTP is the most comprehensive
reference source available to the pro-
ceedings literature.

Attention ISI® :

Send me your booklet describing /S77"Mso

Name

Organization

Address

City

State/Province

I may learn more about this index.

Title

Department

Z i p

Country Telephone

Institute for Scientific Information®
325 Chestnut St. Phila .Pa 19106. US A..Tel: (215)923-3300, Cable: SCI NFO. Telex: 84-5305 ooms
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J.K.Matsushima

Springer-Verlag
Berlin
Heidelberg
New York

Feeding
Beef Cattle
1979. 31 figures, 23 tables. Approx. 150 pages
(Advanced Series in Agricultural Sciences, Volume 7)
Cloth DM 48,—; US $26.40
ISBN 3-540-09198OC

Prices are subject to change without notice

Written by one of the world's foremost experts in beef cattle feeding, this
timely book details the nutrient requirements of cattle as well as the con-
sequences of excessive nutrient feeding. The various feeds available and
their relative values in beef cattle diets are discussed along with the
climatic conditions, types of soil, and the economics of producing certain
feeds. Substitute feeds are dealt with in depth. The expediency of different
cattle feeding programs is outlined, and the use and value of feed additives
and growth stimulants are considered.

The author, whose experience spans a period of thirty years, has had a
far-reaching impact on the growth and development of the feedlot
industry. His up-to-date and comprehensive book offers scientists, beef
cattlemen and students all the facts they need to understand beef cattle
nutrition and to plan feeding programs suited to individual needs.

Contents:
Nutrients. — Classification of Feeds. — Procedures in Ration Formu-
lation. — Processing Feeds for Beef Cattle. — Systems of Feeding. —
Feed Additives. — Growth Stimulants.

For further information on this book and the series Advanced Series in
Agricultural Sciences published by Springer-Verlag mail this coupon to:

Springer-Verlag,
Wissenschaftliche Information,
Dr. B. Volkmann
Postfach 105280
D-6900 Heidelberg 1
West-Germany

Name:

Address:
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